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Despite the emphasis of autism spectrum disorders as a continuum of atypical social behaviors and the sexual
heterogeneity of phenotypic manifestations, whether gaze processing constitutes an autistic endophenotype in
both sexes remains unclear. Using the Autism-Spectrum Quotient and a psychophysical approach in a normal
population (N = 128), here we demonstrated that individual differences in autistic traits predicted direct-gaze
perception for males, but not for females. Our findings suggest that direct-gaze perception may not constitute an
autistic endophenotype in both sexes, and highlight the importance of sex differences when considering
relationships between autistic traits and behaviors.
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Individuals with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) exhibit
atypical behavior in perceiving others’ eye gaze and eye
contact, a crucial factor underlying social communication
[1,2]. Their heterogeneity of phenotypic manifestations
has led researchers to suggest that autistic traits are
extending into the normal population [3,4]. Besides in-
dividual heterogeneity, sexual heterogeneity of pheno-
types has also been suggested in individuals with ASD
[5]. However, whether gaze processing constitutes an
autistic endophenotype in both sexes remains unclear.
By examining the relationship between performance in
perceiving direct gaze and the scores on the Autism-
Spectrum Quotient (AQ) [6] in a normal population,
we show that individual differences in autistic traits pre-
dict performance in direct-gaze perception for males, but
not for females.
Each trial started with the 20-ms presentation of a face
or geometric control stimulus (Figure 1a). Face images
were looking either directly toward the participant (0°), or
left- or right-averted by 10°, 20°, or 30° (see Additional
file 1). The control geometric stimuli (a black box* Correspondence: matsuyoshi@fennel.rcast.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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article, unless otherwise stated.embedded in a white rectangle) were adjusted to match
the mean apparent sclera-iris ratio of the face images.
All stimuli were followed by a 100-ms mask. A variable
inter-stimulus interval (ISI) was used to control task dif-
ficulty (20, 40, or 60 ms). Following the mask, a fixation
cross was presented until a response was obtained.
Participants (64 females, 64 males) were required to
indicate whether the eyes were looking directly at them
for the gaze task. They were required to indicate whether
the black box was in the center of the white rectangle for
the geometric control task. Gaze/geometric threshold is
defined as the angle at which a 50% direct/center response
is achieved, as estimated by fitting a logistic function
to each observer’s responses [7] (Additional file 1:
Figure S1). A lower threshold indicates higher sensitivity
in direct/center perception. Participants also completed
the AQ, a questionnaire that assesses autistic traits in
normal adults [6].
A significant correlation was observed between the
AQ score and gaze threshold in male (r = -.378,
P = .002), but not female participants (r = .012, P = .925)
(Figure 1b). Significant correlations were not found be-
tween the AQ score and geometric threshold in male
(r = -.227, P = .071) or female participants (r = -.084,
P = .508) (Additional file 1: Figure S2). A correlation be-
tween the AQ score and gaze threshold was greater intral Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the
/creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use,
, provided the original work is properly credited. The Creative Commons Public
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Figure 1 Experimental paradigm and results. (a) Schematic presentation of the experimental task. The two tasks were performed in four
separate blocks, each containing 144 trials, with the order counterbalanced across participants. (b) Correlation between the Autistic-Spectrum
Quotient (AQ) score and direct-gaze threshold (estimated angle of 50% ‘direct’ response). A significant correlation was observed in male, but not
female participants. A significant correlation between the AQ score and geometric (control) threshold was not observed in both sexes.
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correlation between the AQ score and geometric thresh-
old was similar between male and female participants
(z = .809, P = .407). In addition, a partial correlation (con-
trolling for the geometric threshold) between the AQ
score and gaze threshold was significant in male (r = -.312,
P = .013), but not in female participants (r = .028,
P = .828), which indicated that the significant correlation
was not attributed to low-level discrimination acuity, but
was specific to gaze processing. The higher sensitivity in
males with high AQ scores may reflect a shift toward
typically-developing females [8] and/or higher dependency
on low-level visual information in gaze processing [9]
(see Additional file 1).
Our results clearly demonstrated that the relationship
between gaze perception and autistic traits measured by
the AQ may differ between male and female individuals.
The perception of direct gaze may constitute an autistic
endophenotype in the normal population for males, butnot for females. As mechanisms underlying sex differ-
ences in the prevalence and phenotypic manifestation of
ASD appear to be multifactorial [5,10], at least two pos-
sible explanations exist for our findings; these are as
follow.
First, female protective factors may underlie sex differ-
ences in our study. Recent studies have demonstrated
the necessity of a greater genetic load to present autistic
behaviors in females than in males [11,12] and have also
suggested that some genetic factors related to the female
sex protect them against autistic behavior [5,13]. Fur-
thermore, females may learn to effectively mask or cam-
ouflage their autistic behaviors through their
development and/or experience as female [14]. It is
likely that these genetic and non-genetic female protect-
ive factors modulate the processing of direct gaze in the
general population, rendering the autistic-trait depend-
ency of behavior, which is found in males, invisible in
females.
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not necessarily reflect all autistic behaviors in both sexes
and/or may be somewhat male-biased. Consequently, al-
though the AQ does not include an item directly asking
about eye gaze, the autistic traits measured by the AQ
may be linked with the perception of direct gaze in males
only, and not in females. If this is partly valid, our results
may imply that gaze processing in females is mediated by,
if not totally, distinct mechanisms from males [15].
In conclusion, our results demonstrated the sex-
differential correlational-patterns between autistic traits
and direct-gaze perception in the general population that
may further extend into the extremes of autistic trait dis-
tribution (that is, individuals with a clinical diagnosis of
autism). More generally, our findings highlight the import-
ance of sex differences when considering relationships be-
tween autistic traits and a range of cognitive/behavioral
functions, including gaze perception and gaze behavior.
Future studies are needed to examine sex differences in
order to capture autistic endophenotypes accurately.Additional file
Additional file 1: Supplemental methods and results. Supplemental
methods presenting detailed methods. Supplemental results and
discussion presenting detailed results and related discussion. Table S1.
Presenting detailed participant characteristics. Figure S1. Presenting
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